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Abstract—As modern large scale systems are built with a large number of independent small servers, it is becoming more important to orchestrate and leverage a large number of distributed buffer cache memory seamlessly. Several previous studies showed that with large scale distributed caching facilities, traditional resource scheduling policies often fail to exhibit high cache hit ratio and to achieve good system load balance. A scheduling policy that solely considers system load results in low cache hit ratio, and a scheduling policy that puts more emphasis on cache hit ratio than load balance suffers from system load imbalance. To maximize the overall system throughput, distributed caching facilities should balance the workloads and also leverage cached data at the same time. In this work, we present a distributed job processing framework that yields high cache hit ratio while achieving good system load balance, the two of which are most critical performance factors to improve overall system throughput and job response time. Our framework is a component-based distributed data analysis framework that supports geographically distributed multiple job schedulers. The job scheduler in our framework employs a distributed job scheduling policy - DEMA that considers both cache hit ratio and system load. In this paper, we show collaborative task scheduling can even further improve the performance by increasing the overall cache hit ratio while achieving load balance. Our experiments show that the proposed job scheduling policies outperform legacy load-based job scheduling policy in terms of job response time, load balancing, and cache hit ratio.

I. INTRODUCTION

In distributed job processing systems, the size of distributed buffer caching facilities scale with the number of distributed servers. Leveraging the large distributed caches plays an important role in order to improve the overall system throughput as many systems are being built by connecting small heterogeneous machines. In distributed environment orchestrating a large number of distributed caches to improve overall cache hit ratio is not an easy problem. The traditional job scheduling policies such as Round-Robin and load-monitoring are not sophisticated enough to consider cached results in distributed servers but they only consider load balance [1].

Since job scheduling policies such as Round-Robin do not consider cache hit ratio, the utilization of distributed caches will be low since cached data items in remote servers will not be considered. On the contrary, scheduling policies that make scheduling decisions solely based on cache hit ratio will not balance system load and the system will suffer from load imbalance. For example, if a certain server has very hot cached items, that single server will be flooded with a large number of tasks while the other servers are all idle. In order to achieve load balancing as well as to exploit cached results, it is required to employ more intelligent job scheduling policies than the traditional Round-Robin and load-monitoring scheduling policies.

In this paper, we study a distributed job scheduling policy - DEMA that makes job scheduling decisions based on spatial clustering so that similar jobs get clustered together in order to improve cache hit ratio and the number of jobs in each cluster becomes balanced. Our proposed spatial clustering algorithm is different from the well known spatial clustering algorithms used in machine learning in a sense that the job scheduling decisions must be made at run time, i.e., the overhead of run-time scheduling algorithms should be minimal. DEMA scheduling policies take into account the dynamic contents of distributed caching infrastructure in order to exploit cached results and employ statistical prediction methods to balance load across distributed servers.

In order to manage the distributed caching infrastructure in a seamless fashion and to facilitate collaborative scheduling over geographically dispersed data repositories and application servers, our distributed job processing framework employs multiple front-end servers that periodically synchronize workload statistics to make better job scheduling decisions. A salient feature of the cloud computing is that it enables collaborative research and facilitates access to remote computing resources. In the context of distributed cloud environment, multiple front-end schedulers are likely to reduce job response time as they accelerate scheduling decisions. Our extensive experimental studies show our proposed job scheduling policy and multiple job schedulers significantly improve the job processing throughput and outperforms legacy load based scheduling policy by a large margin.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes other research works related to cache-aware job scheduling policies in distributed systems. In section III, we describe overall architecture of our distributed data processing framework. In section IV, we discuss DEMA scheduling policy and how the scheduling policy works with multiple geographically distributed schedulers. In Section VI we eval-
evaluate our scheduling policy with data migration improvement. In section VII, we conclude.

II. RELATED WORK

Load-balancing problems have been extensively investigated in many different fields. Godfrey et. al [2] proposed an algorithm for load balancing in heterogeneous and dynamic peer-to-peer systems. Catalyurek et. al [3] investigated how to dynamically restore balance in parallel scientific computing applications where the computational structure of the applications change over time. Vydyanathan et. al [4] proposed scheduling algorithms that determine what tasks should be run concurrently and how many processors should be allocated to each task. Zhang et. al [5] and Wolf et al. [6] proposed scheduling policies that dynamically distribute incoming requests for clustered web servers. WRR (Weighted Round Robin) [7] is a commonly used, simple but enhanced load balancing scheduling policy which assigns a weight to each queue (server) according to the current status of its load, and serves each queue in proportion to the weights. However, none of these scheduling policies were designed to take into account a distributed cache infrastructure, but only consider the heterogeneity of user requests and the dynamic system load.

LARD (Locality-Aware Request Distribution) [8], [9] is a locality-aware scheduling policy designed to serve web server clusters, and considers the cache contents of back-end servers. The LARD scheduling policy causes identical user requests to be handled by the same server unless that server is heavily loaded. If a server is too heavily loaded, subsequent user requests will be serviced by another idle server in order to improve load balance. The underlying idea is to improve overall system throughput by processing jobs directly rather than waiting in a busy server for long time even if that server has a cached response. LARD shares the goal of improving both load balance and cache hit ratio with our scheduling policies, but LARD transfers workload only when a specific server is too heavily loaded while our scheduling policies actively predict future workload balance and take actions beforehand to achieve better load balancing.

In relational database systems and high performance scientific data processing middleware systems, exploiting similarity of concurrent queries has been studied extensively. That work has shown that heuristic approaches can help reuse previously computed results from cache and generate good scheduling plans, resulting in improved system throughput as well as reducing query response times [10], [11]. Zhang et al. [12] evaluated the benefits of reusing cached results in a distributed cache framework in a Grid computing environment. In that simulation study, it was shown that high cache hit rates do not always yield high system throughput due to load imbalance problems. We solve the problem with scheduling policies that consider both cache hit rates and load balancing.

In order to support data-intensive scientific applications, a large number of distributed query processing middleware systems have been developed including MOCHA [13], DataCutter [14], Polar* [15], ADR [16], and Active Proxy-G [17]. Active Proxy-G is a component-based distributed query processing grid middleware that employs user-defined operators that application developers can implement. Active Proxy-G employs meta-data directory services that monitor performance of back-end application servers and a distributed cache indexes. Using the collected performance metrics and the distributed cache indexes, the front-end scheduler determines where to assign incoming queries considering how to maximize reuse of cached objects [11]. The index-based scheduling policies cause higher communication overhead on the front-end scheduler, and the cache index may not predict contents of the cache accurately if there are a large number of queries waiting to execute in the back-end application servers.

III. DISTRIBUTED AND PARALLEL QUERY PROCESSING FRAMEWORK

Figure 1 shows a simplified architecture of our distributed and parallel job processing middleware for data analysis applications. The goal of this architecture is to build an efficient and scalable job processing framework that achieves load balancing, parallel processing, and high cache hit ratio with a distributed semantic caching infrastructure. The front-end server interacts with clients for receiving jobs and returning job results. The back-end application servers typically run on cluster nodes, shared memory machines, or distributed shared memory machines with attached large-scale storage devices or networked databases.

The front-end server determines which back-end application server processes which incoming job. In many distributed job processing middlewares including Active Proxy-G [18], the front-end server employs a directory service that collects performance metrics from application servers, and balances the system load across the back-end application servers by assigning jobs to the least busy application server. More naive scheduling policy is Round-Robin, where one of the
application servers is chosen one after another in a predefined order.

Over the past years, we have developed a scientific data analysis processing framework - *UniDQP* to efficiently execute multiple scientific workloads for data analysis applications on distributed environment [19], [11], [18]. UniDQP is a component-based distributed job processing system that is currently under development. UniDQP provides well-defined programming model so that scientific data analysis application developers can implement the interface of user-defined operators to process scientific data analysis on top of UniDQP framework. Many scientific data analysis applications are different in terms of the raw dataset type and the task type. However, they have common features in the overall job processing flow and many scientific datasets are represented in a multi-dimensional space. Image information, geographical data are examples of this kind of dataset which can be represented in a multi-dimensional space and have spatial locality.

One of the most common access patterns into such scientific datasets is multidimensional range query. Application-specific user-defined operators retrieve raw datasets from the storage systems and process incoming jobs to generate the corresponding outputs. UniDQP provides a multidimensional indexing module, which helps back-end application servers identify which raw datasets should be accessed for a given range query or which cached results should be reused. Application developers must implement an interface class - *UserQuery*, which specifies how to access raw datasets, how to generate outputs, and how to map an input data to the multidimensional problem space. UniDQP simultaneously handles incoming jobs in a multi-threaded environment. The front-end server manages a large number of connections with clients and back-end application servers, and performs job scheduling that employs dynamic scheduling algorithms that we will describe shortly.

IV. Predicting Cached Data Items in Distributed Semantic Caches

In this section, we describe our job scheduling policy which employs a statistical prediction method called *Exponential Moving Average* (EMA) for assigning an incoming job to an application server that is most likely to have cached data item required by the job. In addition, our scheduling algorithm balances the workloads among the servers regardless of the distribution of cached data items.

A. Background: Exponential Moving Average (EMA)

Exponential moving average (EMA) is a well-known statistical method to obtain long-term trends and smooth out short-term fluctuations; applications are found in finance such as predicting stock prices and trading volumes [20].

The EMA computes a weighted average of all historical data by assigning exponentially more weight to recent data. Let \( p_t \) be the cached object at time \( t > 0 \) and \( EMA_t \) be the computed average at time \( t \) after adding \( p_t \) into the cache. Given the smoothing factor \( \alpha \in (0, 1) \) and the previous average \( EMA_{t-1} \), the next average \( EMA_t \) can be defined incrementally by

\[
EMA_t = \alpha \cdot p_t + (1 - \alpha) \cdot EMA_{t-1}
\]

and it can be expanded as

\[
EMA_t = \alpha p_t + \alpha(1-\alpha)p_{t-1} + \alpha(1-\alpha)^2p_{t-2} + \cdots
\]

Since our framework is supposed to run long enough to amortize the initial EMA error, we simply chose \( K = 1 \), i.e., \( EMA_1 = p_1 \) where \( p_1 \) is the first observed data. Equation 1 is used for the following EMAs. Note that EMA value can be a multi-dimensional element depending on the data domain of the application.

The smoothing factor \( \alpha \) determines the degree of weighing decay towards the past. For example, \( \alpha \) close to 1 drastically decreases the weight on the past data (short-tailed) and \( \alpha \) close to 0 gradually decreases (long-tailed).

B. Distributed Exponential Moving Average (DEMA)

The *Distributed Exponential Moving Average* (DEMA) scheduling policy [11] employs as many EMA values as the back-end application servers to determine which server is to be assigned each job and how the assignment adapts to the dynamic change of the distribution of input datasets. DEMA scheduling algorithm works in three steps.

a) Initialization.: For simplicity, let a unit circle represent the *problem space* where the value starts from zero and increases in a clockwise direction up to one which meets at zero. We assume that each input data is mapped to a point in multi-dimensional problem space using its center. Suppose
there are n back-end application servers that process user jobs and one scheduling server that assigns each incoming job to an application server, as shown in Figure 1. In the beginning, the scheduling server creates n EMA variables \(EMA_1, EMA_2, \ldots, EMA_n\), with \(EMA_i\) for the \(i\)th application server, and then assigns the first \(n\) input data to \(EMA_1, EMA_2, \ldots, EMA_n\), respectively.

\(b\) 2. Assignment.: Let \(q\) denote the center point of an input data requested by an incoming job, ranging from 0 to 1, and let \(q\) also represent the job itself. Upon receiving a job \(q\), the scheduling server finds the EMA point \(EMA_1\) that is closest to \(q\) (in terms of their Euclidean distance), and then assigns \(q\) to server-\(i^*\). For example, in Figure 2 an input data \(q\) is closest to EMA point \(B\), hence an incoming job that needs the input data \(q\) is assigned to server \(B\).

\(c\) 3. Update.: Once \(q\) is assigned to server-\(i^*\), the scheduling server updates the EMA point for the server by

\[
EMA_{1^*} = \alpha q + (1 - \alpha)EMA_{1^*}. \tag{3}
\]

\(d\) Complexity.: In step 2, the scheduling server needs to find the closest EMA point to a given input data. This algorithmic problem, known as Nearest Neighbor Search, can be solved in \(O(\log n)\) using space partitioning data structure such as k-d tree or R-tree.\(^1\)

C. Cache hit of DEMA

Note that an application server keeps only certain number of recent input data in its cache; for example, it may employ Recently Used (LRU) policy. Let \(L\) denote the current number of cached input data in the cache. Ideally, it is desired that the EMA point reflects only those in the cache. However, EMA reflects all the past data including those that were expunged from the cache, but with less weight for older ones. Therefore, we may want to choose the decay factor \(\alpha\) such that the weight sum of the expunged input data is managed below a threshold. Formally, given a threshold \(\epsilon \in (0, 1)\), we want

\[
(1 - \alpha)^L < \epsilon. \tag{4}
\]

Since \(L\) depends on the size of cached objects, we use the average number of input data in the cache instead, denoted by \(L^*\). Therefore, we can choose the smallest \(\alpha\) that meets

\[
\alpha > 1 - \epsilon^{1/L^*}. \tag{5}
\]

In this way, the EMA value of an application server reflects what are current in the cache, and assigning incoming jobs that are close to the EMA, only jobs that need similar input data (i.e., close to each other in problem space) are assigned to the application server. This clustering effect promotes the cache hit ratio in the application server.

\(^1\)In our implementation, however, we performed a linear search that takes \(O(n)\) assuming that \(n\) is small enough, for example, up to 40.

D. Load Balancing of DEMA

Another important feature of DEMA scheduling algorithm is load balancing; each job can be assigned to one of the application servers with equal probability, leveling the workloads of the application servers. To that end, DEMA scheduling algorithm gradually moves the EMA points so that they follow the distribution of requested input data. If a certain region of problem space becomes hot, the EMA points move to the hot spot by EMA equation (3). If input data requests are uniformly distributed, then DEMA algorithm tries to keep the sizes of Voronoi regions as similar as possible. DEMA algorithm achieves this goal by evenly distributing EMA points throughout the problem space.

Let us assume that the problem space is a 2-dimensional plane and the input data requests follow a uniform distribution. Figure 2 is a snapshot of the Voronoi diagram where a dot represents an EMA value of an application server (e.g., EMA \(B\) is the EMA value of server \(B\)), and a line segment represents the set of Euclidean middle points between two EMA points. In DEMA scheduling, an incoming job that reads input data which falls in a Voronoi cell of an EMA point makes the EMA point slide toward the input data point, where the amount of the movement is affected by the smoothing factor \(\alpha\) (the more \(\alpha\), the more shift). In Figure 2, the job that needs the input data \(q\) will be forwarded to server \(B\) since the EMA point of server \(B\) is closer to the input data point than any other EMA points. It is called the Voronoi assignment model where we assign every multidimensional point to the nearest cell point. The job assignment regions induced from the DEMA assignment form a Voronoi diagram [21].

In this case, EMA \(B\) moves a little toward \(q\), moving all the border lines of the cell a little toward the same direction. An important observation is that each EMA has tendency to move toward the center of its cell. For example, EMA \(E\) in the figure is located at the right corner of the cell. Thus more jobs will arrive to the left of the EMA in the cell than to the right. Therefore, the EMA \(E\) is more likely to slide to the left rather than to the right. This movement will also move the border to the left, making the Voronoi region of EMA \(I\) smaller and EMA \(J\) and \(K\) larger. This property hints at the mechanism of load balancing; DEMA scheduling algorithm has a tendency to make a larger cell (EMA \(I\)) smaller and a smaller cell (EMA \(K\)) larger.

V. COLLABORATIVE SCHEDULING IN THE CLOUD

The Cloud environment facilitates collaborative work and allows many clients to execute jobs over geographically distributed computing resources. In such geographically distributed systems, job submission systems had better be near clients to hide network latency when they interact with the system. Thus our distributed query processing framework can be configured to work with multiple schedulers as shown in Figure 1.

With multiple schedulers, a client will submit a job to its closest scheduler, but the scheduler may forward the job to a back-end server which is geographically far remote from...
A. Synchronization of EMA points

One of the simple synchronization methods that we study is averaging method. In averaging method, each scheduler independently updates its own EMA points, and a master scheduler periodically collects EMA points of other schedulers, computes the average EMA points, and broadcasts the updated EMA points to all other schedulers. The frequency of computing average EMA points should be determined so that network overhead is minimal. But if the frequency is chosen to be too low, EMA points in each scheduler will diverge and the overall system throughput will hurt.

A problem of the averaging method is when the number of scheduled jobs in each scheduler varies. For example, if a scheduler $S_1$ received very few number of jobs while another scheduler $S_2$ scheduled a large number of recent jobs, the EMA points in $S_1$ do not reflect the recent cached data objects in back-end servers. Therefore our improved synchronization method - weighted averaging method gives more weight to EMA points of a server which received more queries than other schedulers. The weight is determined by how many jobs were forwarded to each server, i.e., if a back-end server did not receive any job from a scheduler, the weight of EMA point of the back-end server is 0. The weighted average EMA point of each back-end server is calculated as the following equation:

$$EMA_i^s = \frac{\sum_{s=1}^{n} N_i[s] \times EMA_i^s[s]}{\sum_{s=1}^{n} N_i[s]}$$

where $N_i[s]$ is the number of jobs assigned to server $s$ by scheduler $i$.

In both synchronization methods, the frequency of synchronization is a critical performance factor that affects the overall system throughput. As we compute the average EMA points more frequently, each scheduler will have more accurate information about cached data objects in back-end servers. If the synchronization interval is very large, each back-end server’s buffer cache will be filled with data objects that do not preserve spatio-temporal locality as in round-robin policy.

VI. Experiments

Performance improvements from planning and scheduling are highly dependent on the nature of applications, the system characteristics, and also the characteristics of the experimental workload. In order to show the magnitude of improvements that can be expected from employing DEMA-based scheduling policies, we perform studies using various input data distributions and realistic job workloads.

In order to show that the DEMA-based scheduling policies perform well with various input data distributions, we synthetically generated workloads using uniform, normal, and Zipf’s probability distributions with a spatial data generator implemented by Yannis Theodoridis, which is available at [22]. In order to measure how periodic synchronization of EMA points adapt to various input data requests, we submit jobs that access different input datasets in various distributions to each scheduler. For the experiments, each scheduler schedules 10,000 jobs that need input dataset tagged with 2-dimensional spatial coordinates, (e.g., latitude and longitude).

A. Experiments Result

In our experiments we employ four homogeneous clusters, each of which consists of a single front-end scheduler and 5 back-end application servers. Note that in our distributed system configuration, a front-end scheduler can assign jobs...
to any back-end server in remote sites. If the cluster servers are not homogenous, schedulers should apply weight to the distance between EMA points and input data points so that more powerful servers receive more jobs. As for the network latency between remote sites, our experiments do not consider it but it can be also taken into consideration by applying appropriate weight to the distance between EMA points and input data points.

For the experiments shown in Figure 4, we varied the number of schedulers while the number of back-end application servers is fixed to 20. To measure performance, we use cache hit ratio, load balance, and job response time as performance metrics. Job response time is measured from the moment a job is submitted to a scheduler until the job is finished. Hence the job response time includes the waiting time in a job queue and it depends on the load balance and cache hit ratio. When there is only a single scheduler, the cache hit ratio of DEMA scheduling policy is 80% while the hit ratio of load-based scheduling policy is just 8.25%. As load-based scheduling policy solely considers the system load, its standard deviation of scheduled jobs in back-end servers is almost 0 while the standard deviation of DEMA scheduling policy is higher than 50. However, due to very high cache hit ratio, the average job response time of DEMA scheduling policy is about 1.55~2.51 times faster than that of load-based scheduling policy. Note that as the number of schedulers increases, the cache hit ratio of DEMA scheduling policy decreases slightly because EMA points in each scheduler are likely to diverge with more schedulers. As a result, the job response time of DEMA scheduling policy also increases slightly as the number of scheduler increases, but still it shows significantly lower job response time.

Figure 5 and 6 show the job response time, cache hit ratio, and load balancing in terms of the standard deviation of number of processed jobs in each server. Label average and weight shows the performance of the averaging method and the weighted averaging method respectively that we described in section V. nosync shows the performance of DEMA scheduling policy that does not synchronize the EMA points of multiple schedulers.

As the ratio of job inter-arrival time and synchronization frequency can affect the effectiveness of synchronizing EMA points, we varied the job inter-arrival time and measured the performance of DEMA scheduling policy. In Figure 5, we fixed the synchronization frequency to 400 msec, and the job inter-arrival time was 5 msec on average.
As expected, the naive nosync scheduling policy shows the worst performance because of relatively lower cache hit ratio and higher standard deviation due to the divergence of EMA points across multiple schedulers. The averaging method exhibits the highest cache hit ratio, but weighted averaging method is better in terms of load balance. As a result, weighted averaging method shows the fastest query response time.

In the experiments shown in Figure 6, the job inter-arrival time was increased to 10 msec while the synchronization frequency was 400 msec. For the same reason, the naive nosync scheduling shows the lowest cache hit ratio and the worst load balance resulting in the highest average job response time. The weighted averaging method is again showing best performance in terms of both cache hit ratio and load balance. In both graphs, Figure 5 and Figure 6, the averaging method and weighted averaging method perform significantly better than nosync scheduling.

For the experiments shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 we varied the synchronization interval and measured the performance of the weighted average synchronization methods. As we decrease the synchronization interval, the communication overhead between schedulers increase but the schedulers can make scheduling decisions with more accurate prediction of cached data objects.

Fig 7 shows the cache hit ratio, standard deviation of number of processed jobs in each server, and the average job response time with varying the synchronization interval. The job inter-arrival time is fixed to 5 msec. When the synchronization frequency is too high (synchronization per 4 jobs), system load balance is slightly worse than lower synchronization frequency, but its cache hit ratio is highest among others. But as the synchronization interval increases, the cache hit ratio decreases and the load balance also becomes poor. In terms of the job response time, we observe the fastest job response time when synchronization interval is 50. With too high synchronization interval, the response time significantly increases because outdated EMA points hurt cache hit ratio and load balance, but too frequent synchronization also does not help improving job response time due to synchronization overhead.

Fig 8 shows the performance with varying the synchronization interval when the average job response time is 10 msec. Since the job inter-arrival time is doubled compared to the experiments shown in Fig 7, it shows the best performance when the synchronization interval is 100. Similarly, load balancing is not significantly affected by the synchronization interval but the cache hit ratio decreases as the synchronization interval increases.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discuss a distributed job scheduling policy - DEMA and how the scheduling policy can be used when multiple schedulers collaborate managing distributed computing resources in the cloud environment. Our experiments show the distributed job scheduling policy and its simple extension for multiple schedulers outperform legacy load based scheduling policy in terms of cache hit ratio and load balancing.
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